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USING SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY IN PET WELFARE MARKETING



Hi, my name is Dana and I am the founder of Sploot Marketing.  First things first, I
want to thank you and your team for everything you do for pets in need! 

Whether you're looking to gain more volunteers, fosters, adopters, or donors - this
content plan provides a range of ideas to help you achieve your goals.  I am so
honored to be doing my part alongside your team and eager to remove some of
the planning stress by providing this content planner filled with engaging, fun and
inspirational content!

I take utmost care in creating content that is both engaging and informative.  This
content plan is structured using the HOOK > VALUE > CTA framework, which
means each post has a hook to capture your audience's attention, provides
informative value to your audience and ends with a clear call to action
intentionally designed to attract pet lovers to your message and help them
understand the importance of being involved and taking action.

Content includes talking points on the current crisis in pet welfare, the urgent
need for adopters and fosters, and the increasing number of surrenders due to the
economic housing crisis. These topics are addressed using a calm, yet candid tone
to communicate effectively and meaningfully to your pet-loving community.

To use this content plan effectively, simply follow the daily prompts and customize
each post to fit your organization's mission, voice, and brand. Use engaging
captions and eye-catching visuals... and don't forget to include strong calls to
action that are encouraging and easy for your supporters to get involved.

In addition to this content plan, you will find instructions on how to use my designs
on Canva so you can make the most of customizing them to your liking.   Should
you have any difficulty, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank you again for all you do!

Welcome!

-Dana
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Your screen should look similar to this image.
Just click on the USE TEMPLATE button.

We provide customizable templates with
prewritten captions that make it easy to
copy+paste.  Simply click the link for the
template set and you will either be prompted to
create a new account on Canva (if you do not
have one yet) or to "Use Template".  

USING OUR TEMPLATES
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CLICK TO GET TEMPLATES

https://splootmarketing.com/content-use


GO TO SWAG & SHARE
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THANK YOU SWAG!



Hook: Did you know that there is a crisis in
pet welfare in our community? 
Value: We need your help now more than
ever to save the lives of our furry friends. 
CTA: Click the link to learn more about
how you can help.

Share a video walking through your facility to show all the pets in your care
Share statistics on the number of pets surrendered in the past month
Share a screen recording of your website's "adoptable pets"

PET WELFARE CRISIS
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MEDIA IDEAS

Did you know pet welfare is currently in a state of crisis due to nation wide
overcapacity?  In our facility alone there are [#pets] receiving medical, preventative
and daily care and we need your help now more than ever to keep saving the lives of
pets within our community. 

Every action matters whether [dog walking] or [sharing posts about pets], together
we can continue to make a difference.   Right now, we are in dire need of
[fosters/dog walkers/people to fold laundry], click the link to sign up! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE

MARCH 1ST



Hook: International Cat Rescue Day!
Value: Adopting a cat has mutual health
and well being benefits
CTA: Click the link to view all our
adoptable and foster ready cats and
kittens

Share a video walking through your facility to show all the cats in your care
Share 4-10 photos of adoptable and foster ready cats in your care
Share a screen recording of your website's "adoptable pets"

RESCUE CAT DAY
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MEDIA IDEAS

Happy International Rescue Cat Day!  Share a photo of your feline friends and join us as
we celebrate the [#cats] eager to bring joy into the lives of potential adopters and future
fosters!  Cats make great companions, are low maintenance, can reduce stress and
anxiety and contrary to popular belief... can actually reduce the likelihood for children to
develop allergies if raised with a kittie!  

By [volunteering to socialize/play with cats] or [adopting], there's so many ways to
experience the mutual benefits of having cats in your life!   Right now, we are in dire
need of [fosters and cat wishlist item], click the link to make an immediate impact for our
rescue cats! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE

MARCH 2ND



Hook: What would your pet do if they
had opposable thumbs?
Value: Our pets rely on us to take care of
them
CTA: Share photos of your pets with us

Share a long stay pet and include a funny thing they would do
Share 4 photos of long stay pets and share funny things they would do
Share a photo of a pet in care doing something they shouldn't be able to do
without thumbs!
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MEDIA IDEAS

Question - what would your pet do if they had opposable thumbs?   [LTS pet] would
totally [open all the snack bags, let all his friends out] if they had thumbs!  But seriously,
the [#pets] in our care rely on us to do things like take photos, give necessary
medications, pick up poop... things human companions have taken an oath to provide
their own pets!  With this many pets, it can feel like an overwhelming task but we're
confident if our pets had thumbs, they would totally pitch in!   

They  might not be able to help but by [walking dogs, helping us keep the facility homey]
you certainly can make a big impact in caring for all of the pets in our care!   Right now,
we are in dire need of [dog walkers], click the link to make an immediate impact for our
rescue pets! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE

PETS HAD THUMBS DAY

MARCH 3RD



Share a comparison of adoptions in February 2023 compared to February 2022
Share a video walking through your facility to show all the pets in your care
Share 4-10 photos of adoptable and foster ready pets in your care

ADOPTION RATES
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MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

MARCH 4TH

Hook: Rates of adoption are slowing
down and our pets need your help
Value: Make an immediate impact in
helping with the care of pets in need
CTA: Click the link to make an action -
packed difference

Rates of adoption are slowing down!  Across the nation there are more pets entering the
sheltering system faster than pet welfare organizations as a whole can manage
physically, financially and emotionally.  With [#pets] in our care alone, we need your help
now more than ever to keep saving the lives of pets within our community [and helping
other areas with pets at risk for senseless euthanasia].

Every action matters whether [dog walking] or [sharing posts about pets], together we
can continue to make a difference. Right now, we are in dire need of [fosters/dog
walkers/people to fold laundry], click the link to make an immediate impact! [link]



Share pictures of pets at highest risk and in most need of foster
Share a visual number of pets in care vs maximum capacity
Share a video or photos of a pet most in need of a foster family

FOSTER URGENCY
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MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Hook: We have an urgent need for
fosters (and adopters)
Value: Fostering has mutual benefits
and big impact for pets
CTA: Click the link to learn more about
saving lives and the impact of fostering

MARCH 5TH

Urgent!  Pet lovers - we need your help NOW!   [#pets] of our amazing pets have been 
 in our care for more then [#days] making them most at risk for potential euthanasia.  We
made a promise to help these pets in every way possible and we don't want to let them
down!  Becoming a foster parent means the pet you bring home AND the pet moving
into their kennel space get a chance to live a happy and fulfilling life... please help us
make a life-saving moment possible for them!

Click the link to learn more or to make an immediate impact! [foster link, foster form]
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Hook: February 2023 Pet Impact
Update
Value: Your support has helped save and
care for the lives of so many pets
CTA: Click to donate and help us
continue our mission

Share a visual of pets in care, pets fostered, pets adopted for Feb 2023
Share a long stay adopted pet photo highlighting days in care before adoption
Share a photo grid of all pets adopted or a critical case with positive outcome

COMMUNITY UPDATE

MEDIA IDEAS

Look at These Happy Tails! Share your adopted or foster pets in the comments!  

We wanted to share the impact our supporters made in February 2023.  We're grateful
to the adopters and foster families who opened their heart and homes to pets in need
and to the many donors willingly providing financial and tangible donations we are in
constant need of. 

To learn more about adopting, fostering, volunteering and donating: [foster link, foster
form, ADD DONATE BUTTON TO THIS POST]

CAPTION EXAMPLE

MARCH 6TH
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Hook: Who can resist these adorable
faces?
Value: Joining our team means joining a
pet loving community
CTA: Grab a friend and make new ones
together

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

MARCH 7TH

Share a photo with a pet and 2 sentence "review" provided by a volunteer
Share a photo of a volunteer playing with a pet in care
Share a video of volunteers interacting with and enjoying pets in care

MEDIA IDEAS

Who can anyone resist caring for our adoptable pets' faces?! Volunteering is so
rewarding and has mutual benefits for the pets and for our teammates!  We're not just a
bunch of do-gooders clocking hours, we are a community of pet lovers enjoying every
minute with the many pets in our care just as eager to see us each day as we are them!  

Grab a friend and come to our next orientation! [link]
Make new, like-minded friends while making a difference! [volunteer form link]
To learn more about volunteering opportunities: [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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WAYS TO DONATE

Hook: Help us provide the best care for
our pets
Value: Your donations have a direct
impact in daily care
CTA: Click to provide critical needs
items

MARCH 8TH

Share a visual list of items needed
Share a photo of a pet utilizing items needed or a pet asking for items
Share a photo of inventory supplies low in stock

MEDIA IDEAS

Help us provide [category of items] for the [#pets] in our care!  We are constantly in
need of essential items required to ensure our pets' physical, preventative and mental
well being.  Every donation makes a difference and together, we can continue to make a
huge impact in the lives of homeless pets and support the pets in our community.

Right now, we are in dire need of [essential items], click the link to purchase [or use the
donate button to help offset the financial expense to purchase these items]! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Hook: March is full of exciting events
Value: Upcoming events for pet lovers
to feel involved and engaged in the
community
CTA: Click to learn more about our
events

MARCH 9TH

Share a visual calendar with dates, times and event details
Create an event on Facebook with a header and re-share the event
Share a photo of a foster ready or adoptable pet "excited" to meet people

MEDIA IDEAS

March is packed with exciting events for pet lovers!  Join us [at specific event] and [fun
details about event].  Our events include [adoptable and foster ready pets, opportunities
to meet like-minded pet lovers] and best yet, brings the community together to support
pets in need!

Click the link to learn more about all our events or to RSVP [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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GIVEAWAY

Hook: FREEBIE FRIDAY!
Value: It's important for us you know
how much we appreciate you!
CTA: Click to grab your free item!

MARCH 10TH

Share a screenshot of an product you would recommend for your pets
Share a photo from your Spotlight Pet Unboxing (learn more below)
Share a photo of a long stay pet with "Freebie for You" as the visual grab

MEDIA IDEAS

FREEBIE  ALERT!  We appreciate all of our supporters and as a THANK YOU for
everything you do for our pets, we have a special FREE gift for each of you!  

Our friends at Natural Rapport are helping us to provide a FREE gift up to a $15 value to
our pet loving community.  Just click the link bit.ly/NR-swag to select any item(s) and at
checkout use code RESCUE to apply $15 towards your first purchase.
#RescueWithNaturalRapport #ad

CAPTION EXAMPLE

READ ABOUT SPOTLIGHT PETS

https://splootmarketing.com/spotlight-pets
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LONG STAY PETS

Hook: These pets have been in our care
100+ days
Value: Provide long term pets with love,
attention and a break from shelters
CTA: Click to learn more about our long
stay pets

MARCH 11TH

Share a visual the number of pets in care over 100 days
Share a longest stay pet to highlight them being the most in need 
Share a photo grid of all pets in care over 100 days

MEDIA IDEAS

Did you know fostering one of our long stay pets can make you a happier person? 
 Studies have shown spending time with pets can reduce stress and improve mental
health.  

When you become foster parent, in addition to improving the well being of a long stay
pet by offering a calmer environment, one on one attention and love, you're also
improving your own well being thanks to the companionship offered by pets ever
appreciative of having time out of the shelter.

We are in dire need of fosters and every home matters right now! We really need your
help to keep these pets safe and thriving mentally and emotionally.  Click the link to
learn more and to complete our foster form! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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PET IMPACT STORY

Hook: Inspawrational Success Stories
Value: A heartwarming story about a
pet that was or is in your care
CTA: Click to learn more about
making an impact in pets lives

MARCH 12TH

Share a 1-4 photos of the pet you will talk about
Share a video of the pet you will talk about
Share a photo of the pet you will talk about with a visual caption

MEDIA IDEAS

Inspawrational Story Time! This is a [adjective] story about a pet [that was, that is] in our
care and the impact they have had on us!  We see a lot of pets come through our
organization and while our team cares equally about each one, there are certain pets
that earn the "Volunteer Favorite" title (secretly, of course we don't tell the other pets we
don't want them to be jealous).  Sometimes there is nothing obviously special about
them, they might look like a typical [cat/dog] but getting to know them was/is a
[adjective] experience.  [Add details about the pet, what made them special, silly or
adorable things they did, little quirks and behaviors they had and the way being around
them made your team feel.  Explain these special pets help keep your team motivated,
inspired and give them the hope they need in times of overwhelm.  Express with sincerity
how appreciative and grateful you are to these special pets and how the impact of
experiencing them, even for a short time, makes volunteering so worth it.]  Click the link
[to learn more and pet or to complete our volunteer form! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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FOSTER APPRECIATION

Hook: Thank you to all our foster
parents!
Value: Fostering saves lives and makes
a big impact for families and pets
CTA: Click the link to learn how you can
become a foster parent

MARCH 13TH

Share a photo of a foster pet with their family and a "review" from the family
Share a visual with the names of all your fosters or total number of fosters
Share a grid of photos you have that include foster families with their pets

MEDIA IDEAS

THANK YOU to all our foster families!  

We sincerely appreciate each of you for opening your hearts and homes to help pets in
need. Your dedication and compassion are truly appreciated and make a big difference
in the lives of each pet that you bring home. Because of you, pets are able to receive the
care, attention, and love they need and helps them to find homes faster and reduces
their risk of mental or physical decline or worse, needless life loss. We truly couldn't do it
without you!

If you're not yet a foster but want to join our amazing team of passionate pet lovers [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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MAKE AN IMPACT

Hook: It's Time to Change the Life of a
Pet
Value: Sharing the post will help raise
awareness and make a difference
CTA: Share the post

MARCH 14TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Do you love pets?  Then it's time to change the life of one!  By sharing this post, you can
help us raise awareness about the overcrowding in our shelters and the urgent need for
our [#pets] to be adopted. And if you're ready to make an immediate impact, come meet
and foster or adopt one of our [#pets] long stay pets who have been in our care over 100
days and [ are at the highest risk for senseless euthanasia, need your help the most to
keep them mentally and emotionally well].

If you're  ready to foster or adopt, click to complete  our forms [link]  Another way to help
care for our pets  is by donating [ supplies] we are in dire need of! Click [our wishlist] to
send items or use the donate button below!

Share a photo grid of longest stay pets most in need of adoption
Share a video walking through your shelter showing all the available pets
Share a photo of the longest stay pet with a visual of how many days in shelter
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CAMARADERIE

Hook: Share the last photo you took of
your pet
Value: Uniting pet lovers in a community
space 
CTA: Click the link to learn more about
how you can help.

MARCH 15TH

Share a photo of a long stay pet
Share a photo of a pet with one of your volunteers making silly faces
Share a graphic of a cell phone with a photo of a long stay pet

MEDIA IDEAS

We know your camera roll is filled with your pets face - share the last photo you
took!  [pet] was the last pet we snapped a photo of and can you blame us? Seriously,
look at the cuteness!!! Tag a friend with pets so they can share their pets, too!

Don't have a pet to take photos of?  We have plenty!  Click the link to volunteer with
us! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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PET CARE SERVICES

Hook: Pet Parent Community Services 
Value: Supporting pet lovers in the
community 
CTA: Click the link to learn more 

MARCH 16TH

Share a photo of a community service event
Share a photo of a pet food for a pet pantry
Share a graphic listing community services you provide

MEDIA IDEAS

PET PARENT COMMUNITY SERVICES 
It's part of our mission to support the pets and pet parents in our community - so in
addition to having the cutest pets available to adopt and foster, we also provide a
variety of low cost and free community services and programs which can be found
on our website.  [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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ST. PAWTRICK'S DAY

Hook: Happy St Pawtrick's Day
Value: Celebrate with your pet loving
community
CTA: Share a photo of your pet in their
St Pawty's Day attire

MARCH 17TH

Share a photo of a long stay pet with St. Pawtricks Day flaire
Share a long stay pet inside a St. Pawtrick's Day frame
Share a photo grid of all pets in care over 100 days looking for luck

MEDIA IDEAS

Celebrate St. Pawtrick's Day by sharing a photo of your pet! Bonus points for themed
attire!  Today we take a moment to acknowledge how truly lucky we are to have such
amazing supporters and in turn, be able to support the [#pets] in our care hoping to find
something better than a pot of gold... their foster of adoptive families!

Click the link to  learn more about fostering or complete an adoption form [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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URGENT SUPPLIES

Hook: We are in urgent need for
supplies to care for our pets
Value: Your donations of supplies can
help save lives
CTA: Click the link to view our wishlist
and donate supplies

MARCH 18TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

We are in desperate need of [category of items] for the [#pets] in our care!  We are
constantly in need of essential items required to ensure our pets' physical, preventative
and mental well being.  Every donation makes a difference and together and your
donations of supplies helps us save lives and support the pets in our community.

Click the link to purchase [or use the donate button to help offset the financial expense
to purchase these items]! [link]

Share a visual list of items needed
Share a photo of a pet utilizing items needed or a pet asking for items
Share a photo of inventory supplies low in stock
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SENIOR PET SPOTLIGHT

Hook: Seniors are the perfect, simple pets
to adopt and foster
Value: Fostering seniors makes a big
impact with little effort
CTA: Click the link to view our foster
ready seniors

MARCH 19TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Senior pets make the perfect companion for pet lovers who want to help but aren't
interested in "puppy drama".  We currently have [#pets] seniors in our care who are
potty trained, couch potatoes eager to chill anywhere there's a soft bed and snacks!  

Now more than ever we [are in need of fosters, need a foster for petname] and this is the
perfect opportunity to make a huge impact for the pets in our care without having to
uproot your entire schedule to make significant accommodations for them.  

Click to read about our foster ready seniors! [link]

Share a photo of the senior most in need of an adopter or foster
Share a video of a senior pet in most need of a foster
Share a photo grid of all the senior pets in your care
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DOGS IN YELLOW DAY

Hook: Spread Awareness about Dogs
with Anxiety
Value: Understanding anxiety in dogs
helps pet parents provide the best care
CTA: Share this post to raise awareness

MARCH 20TH

Share a a photo of this pet in a yellow vest
Share a video of a nervous pet on a walk
Share a photo of a yellow pet vest/leash

MEDIA IDEAS

To signal they need more space: Some dogs may feel anxious or uncomfortable in crowded or unfamiliar
environments, and a yellow vest helps to communicate they need more space to feel safe.
To signal they are in training: Dogs in training may wear a yellow vest to signal to others they are working
and should not be disturbed.
To signal they may be nervous or reactive: Dogs who have a history of nervousness or reactivity may
wear a yellow vest to signal to others they need to be approached in a specific way or else they may
react in a way unbecoming of their typical well mannered self.

Today we raise awareness for DOGS IN YELLOW.  Have you ever seen a dog wearing a yellow vest and
wondered what that meant?  Since dogs cannot speak for themselves, yellow vests are used to notify the
public they should not approach, interact or attempt to make physical contact with the dog without the
explicit consent from the owner.  Here's three reasons a dog may be wearing a yellow vest:

1.

2.

3.

If you're a pet parent with an anxious pet who wears a yellow vest, be proud of your four legged friend and
proud to be an advocate for dogs in yellow vests. Share your pet in yellow in the comments and share this
post to educate others about the importance of respecting these dogs and helping them feel safe and
comfortable. 

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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KITTEN AWARENESS

Hook: Off-Spring have Sprung!
Value: Keep kittens safe as they
start popping up everywhere
CTA: Click the link to donate kitten
supplies

MARCH 21ST

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Observe from a safe distance to determine if the kittens are healthy or sick.  Healthy
looking kittens means mom is around and taking great care of them.  Even if you don't see
her, she likely sees you or is out getting much needed food for herself but will be back!  If
you are concerned, check back later or the next day to re-evaluate.
Sick kittens will look malnourished or have obvious wounds or "crusty" faces covered in
mucous.  If you are concerned, prepare you home with necessary supplies or take the
kitten to a vet.

Spring has Sprung and that means Kittens will be popping up everywhere!   Unlike pretty
flowers, DO NOT "pick" the kittens you find!  Community  kittens may need extra care and
attention but it's critical to their health and well being you follow our best practices when you
come across a litter:

Taking  in a sick or injured kitten is expensive!  It costs us approximately [$dollars] per kitten we
bring into our care so please donate supplies or money to help cover this cost for each kitten
you bring to us.  Click to read more or for a list of kitten supplies! [link]

Share an infographic for when to and when not to intervene if finding kittens
Share a photo grid of kittens already in your care
Share a graphic with critical kitten items using a Kitten Shower Theme
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JOIN OUR TEAM

Hook: Did you know that there is a crisis
in pet welfare in our community? 
Value: We need your help now more
than ever to save the lives of our furry
friends. 
CTA: Click the link to learn more about
how you can help.

MARCH 22ND

Share a video walking through your facility to show all the pets in your care
Share statistics on the number of pets surrendered in the past month
Share a screen recording of your website's "adoptable pets"

MEDIA IDEAS

CALLING ALL PET LOVERS!  We currently have [#pets] receiving medical, preventative and
daily care and we need your help now more than ever to keep saving the lives of pets within our
community.  In addition to helping our pets, this is also a great opportunity to get your fill of wet
nose kisses, kittie head boops and wiggle butts without adopting, socializing with like-minded peers
and even introducing age appropriate children to proper pet care!

Every action matters whether [dog walking] or [cat socializing] and together we can
continue to make a difference.   Right now, we are in dire need of [fosters/dog
walkers/people to fold laundry], click the link to sign up! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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NATIONAL PUPPY DAY

Hook: Happy National Puppy Day!
Value: Let's celebrate puppies and their
cuteness
CTA: Share a photo of your pet as a
puppy!

MARCH 23RD

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Happy National Puppy Day! Today we celebrate the [#puppies] puppies in our care and
gush over their cuteness. Share a picture of your pet as a puppy in the comments!  

If you've got puppy fever and are itching to smell that puppy breathe everyday, click to
complete our adoption form [link]  

If you're not looking to adopt but still want to help care for our puppies, we are always in
need of [puppy supplies] and financial donations to help keep our puppies healthy and
happy! Click [our wishlist] to send items or use the donate button below!

Share a photo of an adoptable puppy in your care
Share a video of puppies in foster care
Share a photo grid of all the puppies you have available for adoption
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FOSTER IMPACT

Hook: Read Our Foster Tails
Value: Let's celebrate puppies and their
cuteness
CTA: Share a photo of your pet as a
puppy!

MARCH 24TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Start Your Day with Happy Foster Tails! Fostering a pet is one of the most impactful acts
of kindness for pets in need.  Opening your home and heart to a long term resident or a
pet struggling in the shelter environment provides the pet with a real chance at a happy
and healthy life.  The best part of fostering are the "Happy Tails" each foster family gets
to experience with their pets!  Here's a heartwarming story about [petname / petnames].

If you're  ready to write your own foster story, click to view our foster ready pets [link] or 
click to complete our foster form [link]  

If you're not ready to foster but still want to help care for our pets, we are always in need
of [foster supplies] and financial donations to help keep our puppies healthy and happy!
Click [our wishlist] to send items or use the donate button below!

Share a photo of an adoptable puppy in your care
Share a video of puppies in foster care
Share a photo grid of all the puppies you have available for adoption
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CAMARADERIE

MARCH 25TH
Hook: How do you spoil your pet?
Value: Uniting pet lovers in a
community space 
CTA: Share a photo of your spoiled
pet

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Share a photo of a long stay pet
Share a photo of a pet with one of your volunteers getting snacks
Share a video of a long step pet getting spoiled (belly rubs, walks, snacks)

How do you spoil your pet?  With [#pets] in our care, by far [pet] is the most spoiled!  
[he/she] is definitely a volunteer favorite (shhh, don't tell the others) so absolutely
gets special treatment...  it's one of the perks of being in our care for [#days] - you
win over all the hearts of every teammate who sneaks you extra treats and makes
sure to give extra belly rubs before they leave.  Share [pet] with your friends so they
can reach their foster or adoptive family who we KNOW will give them the ultimate
spoiled pet life!

Or better yet, click the link to foster [pet]! [link]
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IMPACT ON PETS

Hook: You have the power to change a
pet's life
Value: Sharing the post will help raise
awareness and make a difference
CTA: Share the post, adopt and foster

MARCH 26TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

You have the power to save a pet's life - it's time to use that power!  By sharing this post,
you can help us raise awareness about the overcrowding in our shelters and the urgent
need for our [#pets] to be adopted. And if you're ready to make an immediate BIG
impact, come meet and foster or adopt one of our [#pets] long stay pets who have been
in our care over 100 days and [ are at the highest risk for senseless euthanasia, need your
help the most to keep them mentally and emotionally well].

If you're  ready to foster or adopt, click to complete  our forms [link]  Another way to help
care for our pets  is by donating [ supplies] we are in dire need of! Click [our wishlist] to
send items or use the donate button below!

Share a photo grid of longest stay pets most in need of adoption
Share a video walking through your shelter showing all the available pets
Share a photo of the longest stay pet with a visual of how many days in shelter
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WISHLIST ITEMS

Hook: Help us provide the best care for
our pets
Value: Your donations have a direct
impact in daily care
CTA: Click to provide critical needs
items

MARCH 27TH

Share a visual list of items needed
Share a photo of a pet utilizing items needed or a pet asking for items
Share a photo of inventory supplies low in stock

MEDIA IDEAS

Help us provide [category of items] for the [#pets] in our care!  We are constantly in
need of essential items required to ensure our pets' physical, preventative and mental
well being.  Every donation makes a difference and together, we can continue to make a
huge impact in the lives of homeless pets and support the pets in our community.

Right now, we are in dire need of [essential items], click the link to purchase [or use the
donate button to help offset the financial expense to purchase these items]! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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RESPECT YOUR CAT

Hook: Happy Respect Your Cat Day!
Value: Promoting respect and
understanding of cats means better care
CTA: Share a photo of your cat and
share this post to raise awareness

MARCH 28TH

Share a a photos of several cats and explain their different personalities
Share a photo of volunteers interacting with cats in your care
Share a photo grid of adoptable cats with a visual title for today

MEDIA IDEAS

Purring - Contrary to popular belief, cats don't just purr when they're happy. Purring can also be a sign of stress,
anxiety, or illness. If you notice your cat purring excessively, it may be a sign that something is wrong and they are
attempting to self soothe.
Scratching - While scratching may be frustrating for us humans, it's a natural behavior for cats.  Providing your cat
with a variety of scratching post options (upright, flat on the floor, different textures) can help redirect this behavior
and protect your furniture.
Hissing + Forceful Tail Swishing - If your cat is hissing, it's a sign that they're feeling uncomfortable or defensive. This
could be due to a perceived threat, such as a new pet or family member, an unfamiliar environment or just not being
"in the mood". Give your cat space and time to adjust to new situations and avoid forcing interactions if your cat is
hissing or has "angry tail".

Happy Respect Your Cat Day!   Today, we celebrate our feline friends and the special bond we share with them. As
much as we love our cats, it's important to remember they communicate differently than we do.  Understanding basic
cat behavior can help us better understand what our cats are telling us and how we can best meet their needs.
Here are three common cat behaviors to look out for:

1.

2.

3.

We encourage you to take a moment to appreciate and understand your feline friend. And if you're able to, please
consider adopting or fostering a cat in need.  Every cat deserves a loving home and you could be the one to provide it! 
 Every home matters right now and we really need your help to keep pets like [petname] safe and thriving mentally and
emotionally.   Click the linvk to learn more and to complete our foster form! [link] and SHARE this post to raise
awareness about kitties in need and how to better communicate with them.

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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LONG STAY PETS

Hook: Are you overlooking our longest
residents?
Value: Provide long term pets with love,
attention and a break from shelters
CTA: Click to learn more about our long
stay pets

MARCH 29TH

Share a visual the number of pets in care over 100 days
Share a longest stay pet to highlight them being the most in need 
Share a photo grid of all pets in care over 100 days

MEDIA IDEAS

STOP! Are you overlooking our longest residents? Our shelter has [#pets] incredible
pets who have been in our care for [#days]. Don't let their length of stay deter you from
giving them the chance they deserve. Long-term pets like [pets in photos] have so much
love to give, and they're just waiting for the right person to come along and give them a
chance.  And BONUS, they're often more well-behaved and trained than younger pets!

Every home matters right now and we really need your help to keep these pets safe and
thriving mentally and emotionally.  Right now, we are in dire need of [fosters], click the
link to learn more and to complete our foster form! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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GIVEAWAY + TIPS

Hook: Take a Walk in the Park Day!
Value: Walking your pet is a great way
to promote mental and physical
health
CTA: Get a Free Collar!

MARCH 30TH

MEDIA IDEAS

CAPTION EXAMPLE

Share martingale collars to promote their safety benefits
Share a photo from your Spotlight Pet Unboxing (learn more below)
Share a photo of a long stay pet walking with "Freebie for You" as the visual grab

Happy Take a Walk with Your Pup in the Park Day! 
Walking your dog regularly is not only good for their physical health but also your mental health! 
 Spending time outside with your pup can reduce stress, anxiety, and depression... Plus it's a great
way to bond and create happy memories together.

When exploring new environments, it's important to keep your dog safe and secure with a proper
collar. We recommend using martingale collars, which prevent slipping out of collars and ensures
your dog stays with you at all times. Don't forget to have clear identification tags on the collar, too!

To make sure your dog is safe on your next adventure, our friends at Mighty Paw offered our
supporters a FREE Martingale collar!  Simply use the code RESCUE at bit.ly/MP-swag to get your
free collar at checkout (or use it to get $15 OFF any other leash walking supplies!)

Together, let's make sure every dog is safe and happy on their walks. Share this post and encourage
your friends and family to get their free collar! 
#RescueWithMightyPaw #ad
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CAPACITY UPDATE

Hook: We have an urgent need for fosters
(and adopters)
Value: Fostering has mutual benefits and
big impact for pets
CTA: Click the link to learn more about
saving lives and the impact of fostering

MARCH 31ST

Share pictures of pets at highest risk and in most need of foster
Share a visual number of pets in care vs maximum capacity
Share a video or photos of a pet most in need of a foster family

MEDIA IDEAS

Urgent!  Pet lovers - we need your help NOW! Every pet deserves a loving home but
sadly, we are ending the month with [#pets] still in our care.  By SHARING THIS POST
your simple act can help change that.  Whether through adopting, fostering or helping
us promote our pets through social media sharing, you have the power to make a huge
difference that directly impacts the pets most in need of your support.

Click the link to learn more or to make an immediate impact by fostering one of our long
stay pets most at risk for mental and emotional decline or worse, potential senseless
euthanasia! [foster link, foster form] 

We are also in dire need of [essential items], click the link to purchase [or use the donate
button to help offset the financial expense to purchase these items]! [link]

CAPTION EXAMPLE
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Sploot provides pet welfare organizations with zero cost, zero effort marketing
programs that fosters connection with pet loving communities, celebrates

volunteers and ensures better outcomes for pets.  
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VISIT SPLOOT

https://splootmarketing.com/

